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In less than 10 years the Danish Scholastic Chess Federation (Dansk Skoleskak) experienced 

a total turn-around going from a small organisation with less than 100 schools and an annual 

budget of EUR 30.000 to a professional organisation with more than 400 schools (more than 

20% of all primary schools in Denmark) and with an annual budget of EUR 600,000. The 

growth still continues while the Ministry of Education supports several projects and 40 pct. of 

all Danes are familiar with scholastic chess according to an official opinion poll. 

This presentation seeks to go behind the story and reveal the key elements in the 

strategy that transformed the Danish Scholastic Chess Federation into a success. We will 

touch upon themes such as how to build a solid business model, the organisational identity 

and focus, differences between club chess and scholastic chess, winning arguments when ap-

proaching schools, and others questions such as funding, branding, and partnerships. 

The objective is to inspire others to formulate a successful strategy of their own 

when trying to achieve greater societal recognition of scholastic chess, access to schools, 

funding from the Ministry, and a sustainable business model that works. 
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